
 

 

  Word Power: Connotation  
 

 
Subject area | ELA 

 

 
Grade levels | 6-10 

 

 
Time | Adaptable to fit into multiple 50-minutes class periods, a longer class block (if available), or divided 

into at-home and in-class work.  
 

 
Lesson objective | Identify and examine the concept of connotation by categorizing words as positive, 

negative or neutral; by ranking synonyms in order of semantics from weakest to strongest; and by analyzing a 
text for connotative words and phrases in order to create a reading presentation. 

 

Common Core Standard 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.4 CRAFT & STRUCTURE  
Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, and 
figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone. 
 

 
Preparation 

 
• Both students and teacher should be familiar with creating a Read Ahead AI presentation. Students 

should also know how to modify the Smart Skimmer’s word choices and export a wordlist in Read 
Ahead AI. 

• The teacher will provide a print or digital version of the Categorize the Connotation worksheet. 
• The teacher will use this example, choose another from the free library or create their own Read 

Ahead AI presentation for this assignment and share the link with students. All users will need to be 
logged into Read Ahead AI in order to copy the presentation into their personal library and use for this 
assignment. 

  

https://rise.articulate.com/share/zwn70NVPybkUgZqseqorYRucobyCDjpY#/lessons/KIZkj4ko8aTysbo_tvMQwMu5R6JoFWyZ
https://rise.articulate.com/share/zwn70NVPybkUgZqseqorYRucobyCDjpY#/lessons/kZesTfERtkoWxqzwIsYlT5LbIJP2btaM
https://readahead.ai/library/the-rights-to-the-streets-of-memphis/
https://readahead.ai/library/
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Lesson Step by Step 
 
This activity begins by scaffolding student ability to identify, categorize, interpret and rank words according to 
connotation and ends by inviting students to create their own reading presentation with connotative word 
choices emphasized.  
 

1. Introduce/review 2 elements of connotative meaning and review the steps for completion of the 2 
activities in the Categorize the Connotation worksheet:  

• Positive, Negative, or Neutral  

• Shades of Meaning/Semantic Gradients  
2. Model expectations and think aloud for the first 1 word then students may work in pairs to categorize 

the remaining words.  
3. Once time has elapsed, facilitate a whole group discussion based on how and why students chose to 

categorize the words as they did. 
4. Display a Read Ahead AI presentation to the class (use this example or choose/create another).  
5. Depending on grade level, read aloud one time through to assist with comprehension and increase 

academic engagement or invite students to use the Read Ahead AI player to read the presentations 
they created or chose from the free library. Time spent reading the presentations will be recorded in 
their reading log.  

6. Students will work in pairs to choose emphasis words in the Read Ahead AI presentation that may have 
positive/negative or strong/weak connotations. They will use what they have learned in class so far to 
make these decisions. All users will need to be logged into Read Ahead AI in order to copy the 
presentation into their personal library and use for this assignment. 

7. Each pair displays their presentation to other members of the class and describes the rationale for 
their word choices.  
 

Extensions/Adaptations 
 

• Example words in the Categorize the Connotation worksheet may be modified for more advanced 
grade levels. 

• The entire class may work on the same text or every pair may choose their own. 

• All presentations are linked in a digital forum for students to read at home using Read Ahead AI. 
• To use this as a formative assessment activity, ask students to turn in their wordlists and a link to the 

presentation. 

• To cut back on class time, assign step 6 as homework. 

https://readahead.ai/library/the-rights-to-the-streets-of-memphis/
https://rise.articulate.com/share/zwn70NVPybkUgZqseqorYRucobyCDjpY#/lessons/Iut3_TNPvBl_Y3-vI1ppmpuW7AmSWOV3
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